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“In Wikipedia, verifiability means that anyone using the encyclopedia can 
check that the information comes from a reliable source. Wikipedia does not 
publish original research. Its content is determined by previously published 
information rather than the beliefs or experiences of its editors. Even if you're 
sure something is true, it must be verifiable before you can add it.[1] When 
reliable sources disagree, present what the various sources say, give each 
side its due weight, and maintain a neutral point of view.”

- English Wikipedia [[WP:Verifiability]]
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And so, I think that one of the things that we can is that, in the coming 
years, I think one of the themes is going to be, and a big theme for me 
in the coming year, is a turn towards quality. Especially in English. 
Also in German, French, Japanese, and all of the larger languages. We 
can no longer feel satisfied and happy when we see those numbers going 
up. When you go from 1.2 million articles to 1.8 million articles, what did 
you add? ... But I think we also need to be very interested in focusing 
our attention on improving the quality of the central core topics, and 
finding ways to make those things better.

--  Jimmy Wales
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If it's so popular, why do undergraduates say things 
like….

“It was the second source on the list so I 
figured it must be the 2nd best” 

“I think it is easiest/most convenient to 
select the first source”

“It was the second source on the list so I 
figured it must be the 2nd best” 

Todorinova, Lily (2015). Wikipedia and undergraduate research trajectories. New Library World 116 (3/4), 
201-212. http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/NLW-07-2014-0086



Academic assumptions...

80,000 -- 19th century Biographies

 collected 2013
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#1lib1ref: “Imagine a World where Every Librarian 
Added One More Reference to Wikipedia.” 

~2400+ total edits, 29,000 pageviews, and a story that spread throughout 
the world 

https://tools.wmflabs.org/citationhunt/



WikiCite: Imagine a World Where Every Citation was 
connected… 

https://twitter.com/wikicite16/status/735845122903027712 https://t.
co/cjZ2rkHr5J 

[[meta:WikiCite 2016]]
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